
A SERENE  
SANCTUARY
IN SEYCHELLES

Immerse yourself in the epitome of luxury at the 
Waldorf Astoria Seychelles Platte Island where pristine 
beaches, distinctive activities and unparalleled service 
awaits. From the captivating marine life to the verdant 
landscapes and once in a life time experiences, embrace 
the wonders of Platte Island.

From the thoughtfully designed villas that harmonize 
with the lush tropical landscape to the use of locally 
sourced ingredients in our restaurants and curated 
unique experiences that seamlessly combines the best of 
both worlds every detail reflects our dedication to 
sustainable luxury. 
 
50 Private Pool Villas  |  6 Food and Drink Venue  |  Villas 
with direct access to the beach and featuring expansive 
gardens  |  From single to 5 bedroom villas for multi-
generational experiences  |  World-Class Spa and 
Wellness Facilities  |  A wide Range of Watersports and 
Activities  |  Kids and teen facilities  |  Personal Concierge 
 
RESTAURANTS AND BARS 
 
Our six signature restaurants and bars have also been 
designed to tantalize your taste buds and awaken your 
senses through bespoke culinary journeys blended with 
the island charm and Waldorf Astoria sophistication. 

From “soil to soul” concept to a unique fusion showcase 
of Creole Latino dishes, guests will be spoilt for choice. 
 
SPA AND WELLNESS 
 
Submerge yourself in our wellness experiences, aimed to 
nourish your body, mind, and soul in a tranquil oasis. 
Indulge in an array of exquisite spa treatments, including 
soothing massages, rejuvenating saunas, and revitalizing 
hammam rituals. 
 
EXPERIENCES 
 
Welcome to a world of indulgence and adventure 
where opulence meets exploration. 
 
Fly Fishing  |  Kite Surfing  |  Free Diving  |  Exploration 
with Marine Biologist  |  Star Gazing  |  Al Fresco Cinema  
|  Cooking Classes  |  Rum Blending
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YOUR ESSENTIAL GUIDE

Drawing on our heritage of timeless elegance with a 
modern sensibility our villas are designed to be a 
sanctuary of elegance and comfort. 
 
Featuring a bedroom with one king-sized bed, the 
Grand Hawksbill Villa offers the additional space of a 
study room that can be converted into an extra 
bedroom and a separate living room.


